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the green hornet street car disaster craig allen cleve - unearthing a forgotten chapter in chicago lore the green hornet
streetcar disaster tells the riveting tale of this calamity combing through newspaper accounts as well as the chicago transit
authority s official archives craig cleve vividly brings to life this horrific catastrophe, the green hornet streetcar disaster the
trolley dodger - joni the last page of my book the green hornet streetcar disaster contains a list of the 33 victims as david
sadowski has suggested newspapers did in fact print lists of the dead and injured including their age race and home
address, trolley of death the green hornet disaster - the green hornet trolley disaster the fates of 33 people were
tragically changed in chicago in 1950 because of a rainstorm on the night of may 24 a sudden and torrential downpour
flooded the 63rd street underpass at state street making the road impassable for the electric cta trolley cars, green hornet
streetcar accident chicago tribune - green hornet streetcar accident sept 17 2014 a green hornet streetcar and a fuel
truck collided on may 25 1950 killing 34 people at 63rd and state streets in chicago at the time of the accident the streetcar
was being switched into a turnaround because of flooded conditions in an underpass, on this day in 1950 the green
hornet streetcar disaster - the streetcar went to its switch to avoid a flooded underpass and apparently the motorman of
the streetcar was not paying attention and went through that switch at total velocity and hit the side of that truck with dire
consequences said craig cleve author of the new book the green hornet streetcar disaster, the green hornet street car
disaster by craig allen cleve - the green hornet street car disaster by craig allen cleve as rush hour came to a close on the
evening of may 25 1950 one of chicago s new fast colorful streamlined streetcars known as a green hornet slammed into a
gas truck at state street and 62nd place, chicago il street car green hornet disaster may 1950 - the 1950 cta streetcar
crash also known as the green hornet streetcar disaster occurred on may 25 1950 when a chicago transit authority streetcar
collided with a gasoline truck the resulting explosion killed 34 people and injured 50 others remaining one of the most deadly
public transit disasters in chicago history, chicago history the green hornet streetcar disaster in - on may 25 1950 a
chicago streetcar popularly known as a green hornet due to its green and cream color scheme and its sleek design was
heading south along state street when it suddenly veered into the backside of an oncoming gasoline tanker just north of
63rd street triggering a massive explosion that claimed the lives of 33 or 34, the green hornet streetcar disaster by craig
allen cleve - the green hornet streetcar disaster has 5 ratings and 2 reviews dawn said i read the preview of this book
thinking it would be a good christmas gift fo, the green hornet street car disaster by craig cleve - the green hornet street
car disaster has 9 ratings and 1 review as rush hour came to a close on the evening of may 25 1950 one of chicago s new
fast the green hornet street car disaster has 9 ratings and 1 review, 1950 cta streetcar crash wikipedia - the 1950 cta
streetcar crash also known as the green hornet streetcar disaster occurred on may 25 1950 when a chicago transit authority
streetcar collided with a gasoline truck the resulting explosion killed 34 people and injured 50 others remaining one of the
most deadly public transit disasters in chicago history, the green hornet street car disaster cleve craig allen - the green
hornet street car disaster by cleve craig allen paperback available at half price books https www hpb com
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